
What do we do for our future?
LASERWAR presentation

Children 
are our
future!



Excerpts from public speeches of 
V. V. Putin 

Patriotic upbringing must become an integral part of the life of our society…05 April 2016



Excerpts from V. V. Putin’s 
public speeches 

In recent years, we have been talking a lot both about mass sports and 
about top achievement sports. A lot has been done for their development. 
Yet we have been neglecting technical sports types altogether. These are 
closely related both to patriotic upbringing and to the preparation to the 
service in the Armed Forces... 

12 September 2012
Krasnodar

Physical preparation is an important aspect of young soldiers training. 
Unfortunately, nowadays, our citizens pay no due attention to the state of their 
health. We must reverse this tendency...

We must create favourable conditions for mass sports development, in 
particular, promote sports among students. I believe this is very important. It is 
obvious that we are not doing our best in this field. Surely, the competitive 
spirit between schools, universities, colleges is not high enough. We do have it, 
yet it is not enough...



This is the next generation of tactical games which imitate 
armed combat.

The game objective is to defeat a rival using a special laser tag 
rifle, while avoiding being defeated.laser tag?

What is



We make the game
Laser tag is a game for all ages.
It is as safe and realistic as a game can be. pppooopppuuulllaaarrr!!!



Our 
developments 
are used

for the Olympic games!
Healthy lifestyle promotion is one of the key objectives of LASERWAR.
Our technologies are applied in biathlon and prepare young sportsmen to 
real competitions.



Laser tag technologies

in the Armed Forces
The latest developments give the game process the maximum sence of reality.
Laser tag technologies are actively applied in the tactical training of Russian and foreign Armed 
Forces.



1
You can play wherever you like - in a park, a forest, in the countryside, on 
specially equipped play fields, or you can choose any other place you like. 

AvailabilityMain 
advantages of a 
laser tag game 1



From two to several thousand people can play laser tag 
simultaneously!

ScaleMain 
advantages of a 
laser tag game 2



There are no injury inducing elements in laser tag, such as 
pellets, balls of paint.
A blaster shot is a safe infrared ray. 

SafetyMain 
advantages of a 
laser tag game 3



Absolutely anyone can play laser tag: children, girls, and guys.
Height, weight and age do not matter. All that is needed is the will to 
succeed.

Laser tag knows no limitsMain 
advantages of a 
laser tag game 4



The game is a proper training that helps to stay in good physical shape and 
to master combat tactics, it promotes patriotic upbringing among the youth.

Sports and patriotic upbringingMain 
advantages of a 
laser tag game 5



LASERWAR
A leading enterprise developing and producing laser tag equipment. 
Innovative science and research base.
Own research and development of laser tag equipment, additional devices, 
program software. 

Who are
we 

- is a Russian company.



top laser tag equipment in the segment. 

We
offer



to provide exciting and healthy future for the young.

We
strive



parents and children to have common interests!

We
want Laser tag is a game for all ages!



Speaker
imitates sounds produced by
firing, reloading. Notifies a 
player about wounds, death

Speaker
imitates sounds produced by
firing, reloading. Notifies a 
player about wounds, death

Tactical grip
makes holding blaster
more comfortable. Can
be mounted on any blaster
model. Is optional

Tactical grip
makes holding blaster
more comfortable. Can
be mounted on any blaster
model. Is optional

Picatinny rail
used to mount additional equipment:
collimator sights, tactical torches, etc.
The rails are at the top, bottom and
sides of the blaster

Picatinny rail
used to mount additional equipment:
collimator sights, tactical torches, etc.
The rails are at the top, bottom and
sides of the blaster

Pistol grip
vibrates during shooting

Pistol grip
vibrates during shooting

Reload button
push the button when you 
use up all the cartridges 
in the magazine

Reload button
push the button when you 
use up all the cartridges 
in the magazine

Lens
used to produce an infrared shot

Lens
used to produce an 
infrared shot



Let’s promote laser tag together!

Together we are one

Regional competitions and championships.
Patriotic upbringing and tactical skills.
Modern game, unique sports, innovative technologies.

all this is laser tag
LASERWAR is a public organization, we are happy to help everyone!

The support that we offer includes advertizing in groups and on the website. 
We offer game organizers souvenirs, certificates and thanks notes from the 
producer. 


